Host Bafii says:
 Prologue:  The Titan's systems have largely been repaired, however she is still running on emergency power.  The only sensors currently available are navigational.  Immediately after receiving the incoming comm from Starbase 360, all external communications went black again.  The Titan is deaf, mute and almost blind limping through who knows where.
 
Cast of Characters
 
Brian Fredrickson as Host Bafii
Paul Ambrose as CO Captain Matthew Loran
Reuben Wilson as XO Commander Scott Madson
Richard Robbins as OPS Commander James McDuggle
Theresa Wilson as CMO Ensign Catherine Madson
Martijn Bloemheuvel as FCO Ensign Patton Chottu
   Ryan Williams as TO Lieutenant Ryan Williams  
 
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
 
TO_Williams says:
::The TO is stuck in the Turbolift, trying to find a way out:: *OPS*: Mr. McDuggle, I know your busy, but could you find some power for this Turbolift, I’m stuck in?
 
ASO_Rien says:
::at science one still trying to get the sensors working and cursing the system under her breath::
 
Host CO_Loran says:
::stands on the bridge looking at all the mess that was made earlier::  All:  Status.
 
TO_Williams says:
::Punches the dead console... hurting his hand::
 
FCO_Chottu says:
::at Flight Control wondering what to do, looking around at the mess::
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
*TO* : I am working on it
 
SCO_Berlin says:
@::Bangs her fist on the arm of her chair:: Out loud: Isn't anything blasted working around here?  COM: Titan: This is SB 360.  Come in!
 
TO_Williams says:
::Pulls out his knife, and tries to open the console:: Self: Maybe I can wire it different...
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
:: trying his best to get Main power online::
 
ASO_Rien says:
CO: Sensors are still offline sir. Trying to get them back up.
 
 
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Sitting at the OPS station, trying to provide power to the communications array:: SCO: I'm trying to get Comms to work, ma'am
 
SCO_Berlin says:
@COM: Titan: This is SB 360.  Come in, Please!
 
Host Bafii says:
ACTION:  Turbolift come back online
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
::tries to repair Comms ::
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
::Standing on the bridge:: *Sickbay*: How are you managing?
 
ASO_Rien says:
::continues to work on the sensors, her face etched with frustration::
 
Host CO_Loran says:
::looks around the bridge at all the activity::  OPS:  Status report.
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
::Looks over at my son, hoping he's feeling better while I'm told that the wounded are mainly minor cuts and bruises and they are handling them fine.::
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Ties science to his console, and tries to scan the Titan to no avail and wipes accumulating sweat from his brow::
 
SCO_Berlin says:
@COM: Titan: This is Starbase 360.  Come in, Please.
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
CO: Sir Comms are still out. Power comes and goes
 
Host CO_Loran says:
XO:  See if you can get down to the shuttle bay and get a shuttle outside and find out what you can.  See if you can get a Comms up with the station or even us.
 
FCO_Chottu says:
::gets rather annoyed not having much of an idea what out there:: *Engineering*: What's going on down there?
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
:: looks at the current rate of repairs to main power, secondary power was looking more better ::
 
Host CO_Loran says:
OPS:  Get the communications working.
 
XO_Madson says:
CO: Understood.  ::gets up and heads to the Turbolift::
 
 
 
ASO_Rien says:
::turns to OPS::OPS: Are you getting anything at all on the comm systems? I'm picking up a carrier wave but very sporadically. I'm still trying to get the sensors back up.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO*:  Status Commander.
 
SCO_Berlin says:
@CNS: Since you are a Trill, maybe in your many years of experience, you've seen something like this before?
 
SCO_Berlin says:
@COM: Titan: This is Starbase 360.  Come in, Please.
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
ASO: nothing at the moment
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*FCO*: Hold please :: typing in buttons to reconfigure the power relays::
 
FCO_Chottu says:
*CEO*: Aye sir, holding, still.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@SCO: I'm afraid I haven't seen much, ma'am... perhaps however we could try to communicate someway other than through our communications array?
 
XO_Madson says:
::steps into the TL::
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* Main power will be down for some time, I'm trying to get secondary power up
 
Host CO_Loran says:
::turns to the doctor::  CMO:  Can you sense anything out there?
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
CO:  I just about to try "reaching again".
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@SCO: Do you know of any way to send any type of variable transmission from a normal Starbase function?
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
*CEO*: Chief have you found out why the computer wouldn't let us cut power before
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
::Sits down, closes eyes once more and reaches out::
 
SCO_Berlin says:
@CNS: Well you are at OPS.  See what you can come up with.
 
XO_Madson says:
::after the TL arrives at the appropriate deck, I head out quickly to the shuttle bay::
 
 
ASO_Rien says:
::tries rerouting the sensor array interface with the LRS module::
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
::With part of my mind:: CO: I am sensing thousands of minds out there.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*OPS* one problem at a time, McDuggle. one at a time.
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
*CEO* : just checking Chief maybe it will help us fix this ship
 
Host CO_Loran says:
CMO:  Can you tell what direction?
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@SCO: I was hoping you had an idea. But if you don't, give me a second to check something. ::Checks the operational status of the phasers::
 
FCO_Chottu says:
::whispers:: Self: Gee, now if the CMO could handle vectors maybe we wouldn't need sensors.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
:: starts replicating temp. power regulators for the batteries ::
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
::Sits up a little in surprise, but keeps concentration and answers back:: CO:  I will amend that to thousands of minds.  Searching now for direction.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*OPS* I'm trying to fix the ship first, it's easier
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
::whispers:: FCO:  Maybe I could work on that, too.
 
XO_Madson says:
::finds the shuttle bay and starts up:: *OPS*: Requesting shuttle bay doors to be opened.  Ready to depart.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Nods to himself, and wipes more sweat off of his forehead:: SCO: We may be able to communicate by firing low powered phasers at them, ma'am
 
SCO_Berlin says:
@::Looks over at the damage report.  Shields are down, power is erratic all over the station, and even that isn't dependable.::
 
TO_Williams says:
::Sees the Turbolift console light up:: *OPS*: Thanks
 
FCO_Chottu says:
::gets red realizing the CMO heard him:: CMO: oh ehm yes ehm, oh.
 
TO_Williams says:
Turbolift: Bridge, Deck 1
 
ASO_Rien says:
::gets down under the console and rips off the access panel:: Self: Ok now let's take a look.
 
SCO_Berlin says:
@::TL 3,5,32,15, are all stuck even though power appears to be registering to them.  The mess hall replicators only put out chocolate pudding.......Brought back to reality by the CNS.:: CNS: Well let's give it a try.
 
TO_Williams says:
::Arrives at the Bridge, and goes to the Tactical console:: CO: Reporting Sir.
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
::changes some relays in OPS console and tries Comms again::
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
::Smiles:: FCO: Very good ears, huh?
 
Host CO_Loran says:
TO:  Take over tactical one.
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
*TO*: thank the Chief for getting us some power
 
XO_Madson says:
::pilots the shuttle out of the Titan and starts running sensor scans::
 
FCO_Chottu says:
::sinks deeper into his chair:: CMO: Great ears I must say.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@SCO: Yes ma'am ::Ties tactical into his station and sets phasers to fire extremely low energy bursts at the Titan while he holds down a button::
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
*CEO* Chief could we hook up some aux. generators on the bridge to help
 
ASO_Rien says:
::pulls the isolinear chip for the port lateral array and examines it:: Self: Fried to a crisp. ::casts it aside and calls for a new set.::
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Fires at the Titan the message "Starbase 360" in morse code and sets the computer to repeat::
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
::Reaches out to Scott:: ~~~ Scott: you let me know if you run into anything.  Keep me connected to you. ~~~
 
XO_Madson says:
#Computer: Computer, what is my current position?
 
TO_Williams says:
::Loads torpedoes, and readies phasers.... then registers something on the shields:: CO: Sir... something is hitting us...
 
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
"and god said let their be secondary power " ::Taping the command power button::
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@<CSO Bra'an>CO: Ma'am.  The Titan has sent out a shuttle.
 
XO_Madson says:
~~~CMO: I understand.  There seems to be something odd out here, but I'll let you know later. ~~~
 
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The Titan has secondary power.  Comms now function.  Sensors come back on limited power.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Notices the shuttle coming up near them:: SCO: Ma'am, there is an approaching Federation shuttle, should we open hailing frequencies?
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@CNS: See if you can communicate with the shuttle.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*OPS*  if you want but you'll have to come get them
 
ASO_Rien says:
*CEO*: Sir, this is Ensign Rien from science. I'm working on the port lateral array and the isolinear chip is burnt out. Any possibility I can get a new set up here soon?
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@SCO: Yes ma'am. ::Hails the shuttle:: COM: Shuttle: This is Starbase 360, please identify yourself.
 
TO_Williams says:
CO: I think Starbase 360 is attempting to contact us... through morse code... we should try communications now, thought, since they just came back on.
 
ASO_Rien says:
::checks the SRS while she waits for an answer::
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM: Titan: Titan come in. Titan, are you there?
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
CO: sir Comms are back up
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@COM: Titan: This is Starbase 360. Come in.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
OPS:  Open a channel to the station.
 
FCO_Chottu says:
::watches sensors come up and tries to get the Titan's current location::
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
::starts hailing Starbase 360::
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
CO:  The minds are straight ahead and off to our left a little.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*ASO* I guess I could get you some, hold please
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
:: goes to the nearest cargo bay ::
 
TO_Williams says:
CO: They fired a low energy phaser beam at us, in morse code, registering "Starbase 360", by the way...
 
ASO_Rien says:
::smiles slightly:: CO: Captain, we have limited sensors now, but I'm not sure how long they will hold.
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
CO: channel opened Sir.
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
~~~ Scott:  If the news is bad, let me know immediately. ~~~
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@SCO: Ma'am, we're being hailed by the Titan
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COMM: Starbase 360:  This is Captain Loran of the USS Titan.  Can you read us?
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@CNS: On screen if we have it.  Audio if we don't.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Nods and brings the Titan up::
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
::checks Comms to keep them clear::
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
COM: Titan: I read you, Captain.  This is Captain Berlin of Starbase 360.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
:: arrives at the cargo bay and replicates the chips ::*ASO* they should be there soon
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Cuts off the morse code phasers::
 
FCO_Chottu says:
CO: Sorry to interrupt sir, but I have no idea where we are...
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM: Titan: Titan come in.
#Computer: Why are there no stars?
 
 
ASO_Rien says:
*CEO*: Thank you sir. I really appreciate this.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: Starbase 360:  Can you tell us what is happening here?
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@COM: Titan:  I was hoping you could help us out on that, Mr. Loran.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*ASO* And you should.. joking. you welcome ensign
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Breathes a sigh of relief now that everything seems to be more or less resolved::
 
ASO_Rien says:
::giggles at the CEO's comment and returns to her work::
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: SB360:  The only thing we know is that we ran into some kind of subspace fissure near where your Starbase should have been.
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@COM: Titan: That would be the same fissure that seemed to pull us in.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: SB360:  Can you give us clearance to dock.  I don't want to be drifting out here again if we lose power.
 
XO_Madson says:
#::pilots the shuttle around the Titan pulling in more sensor readings::
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@COM: Titan: You have clearance to dock.  Docking port 9.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
:: transports chips to science con 1::
 
Host CO_Loran says:
FCO:  Take us in to dock.
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM: Titan: Titan come in.  Titan, come in.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Prepares to receive the Titan at port 9::
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: SB360:  Thank you.  Do you have any other information about this fissure?
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@SCO: Ma'am, the shuttle is hailing us
 
TO_Williams says:
::Re-aligns the phaser arrays, allocates crewmen to torpedo tube repairs::
 
ASO_Rien says:
::spots the chips as they appear on the console:: *CEO*: Thanks chief, I have them now. I owe you a drink next shore leave. Rien out.
 
FCO_Chottu says:
CO: Aye sir, on it.
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
Com Titan: You can feel free to look at our sensor logs when you dock, if you wish.
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@CNS: On screen.
 
ASO_Rien says:
::takes the chips and slides under the console again and places them in their proper slots:: Self: Ok  now, please work.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Splits the screen and brings up the XO's shuttle::
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
COM: Shuttle: XO: we are about to dock at the star base
 
XO_Madson says:
#Self: It seems that their COM might still be down, but I can't stop trying to contact them.
#COM: Titan: Titan come in.  Requesting to dock.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
:: walks out of cargo bay 1 to ME smiling. ~I got a date with a science officer, what will I wear ~
 
TO_Williams says:
CO: We seem to be receiving a hail sir...
 
FCO_Chottu says:
::looks at OPS:: Self: About to dock? give me a minute.
 
ASO_Rien says:
::hears the familiar hum as the chips activate:: Self: Goody, they work.
 
TO_Williams says:
CO: I didn't notice it till now... from XO Madson
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: SB360:  We shall compare logs when we arrive.  Titan Out.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
TO:  Put it on screen.
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM: Titan: Titan, request permission to redock.
 
FCO_Chottu says:
::sends the Titan to the Starbase, hoping sensors work right::
 
Host Bafii says:
ACTION:  Sensors cycle through startup diagnostic
 
ASO_Rien says:
::stands up and sees the array light showing all green::
 
TO_Williams says:
::Taps some buttons, and the viewscreen comes up::
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: XO:  What is it, Commander?
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM: CO: I'm requesting to redock with the Titan.  I have some interesting sensor readouts to share with you.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: XO:  By all means, dock and let us know what information you have.
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
::Sits up and leans over toward the counselor:: CNS:  Talk to me later about  a case you need to see.
 
ASO_Rien says:
CO: Captain, I have the lateral arrays back up. Diagnostic cycle beginning now, readings show 50 percent and holding.
 
ASO_Rien says:
CO: Main sensors still offline sir.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
ASO:  That is good to hear.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
ASO:  See if you can get the mains working again.  We may need it to find our way out of here.
 
ASO_Rien says:
CO: On it sir.
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
::checks to make sure Comms stay up::
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM: Titan: CO: Sir, there aren't any stars out here.  It seems this space we are in, seems to be about 1 million km in size.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: XO:  Any other information about this space we are in?
 
TO_Williams says:
*Tactical Crewman* :  Crewman, how are those weapons coming?  I want phasers and torpedoes, now!  In case we need them!
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM: CO: There seems to be only the Titan, the station and some various gasses out here.  Other than that, there is nothing.
 
 
TO_Williams says:
"Crewman" TO: Sir, torpedoes are still not online, and phasers are half power.
 
ASO_Rien says:
::checks her readings again and sighs:: CO: Captain, the lateral arrays confirm Mr. Madson's evaluation. The star charts for this sector don't conform to the data, in other words sir, we're not where we're supposed to be it seems.
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
*CEO* Chief how are repairs coming?
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: XO: Can you tell what those gasses are?
 
TO_Williams says:
*Crewman* : I want torpedoes on-line, as soon as you can!
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM: CO: Let me check.  ::begins running scans targeting the gases in the area::
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*OPS* slow and steady, but coming along
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
*CEO*: I try and send you more help
 
TO_Williams says:
"Crewman" *TO*: I’m a tactical officer, not a miracle worker!! ::grumbles::
 
ASO_Rien says:
:;knows the Titan needs her sensors now and works on the next section of the panel trying to restore them::
 
TO_Williams says:
*Crewman* : I want those weapons, unless you want to have yourself blow across space, with the next enemy we encounter!
 
TO_Williams says:
"Crewman" *TO*: Yes sir, crewman out.
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM:CO: The are just standard gases, in normal concentrations.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: XO:  Can you sense anything else out there.  We spotted an eye in the fissure before it seemed to suck us in.
 
ASO_Rien says:
 ::the diagnostics show the connections to the sensors are fried beyond repair  so will have to be replaced. Sighs and informs the Captain:: CO: Sir bad news about the sensors. It will take one solar day to replace the connections to the main sensors.
 
XO_Madson says:
#COM: CO: Let me see.
::closes eyes and begins to concentrate trying to reach out to anything else out there::
 
TO_Williams says:
::Allocates extra energy to phasers, until they're back online... taps more buttons on console::
 
Host Bafii says:
<COMPUTER>  TO: Reallocation denied.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
ASO:  Well, it is a good thing that we are about to dock with a Starbase.  ::smiles::
 
ASO_Rien says:
::smiles back:: CO: Aye sir, indeed it is.
 
TO_Williams says:
Self: Argh... I wonder what's the matter... *CEO*: Commander, can I get some extra power to the weapon systems?
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
::hears the computer respond to the TO:: TO: we have to have enough power before you can do that
 
TO_Williams says:
OPS: Acknowledged, I'm trying to find power now...
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*TO* No, they are not needed at the moment and would be wasted power to do so
 
ASO_Rien says:
::hates to do it, but calls the CEO again for his help:: *CEO*: Rien to Engineering. Chief I need your assistance again.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Wonders why the Titan hasn't docked yet::
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
TO: besides it is my job to allocate power.
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@CNS: Open the shuttle bay doors for us.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*ASO* Go ahead
 
TO_Williams says:
*CEO*: Roger that.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@SCO: Yes ma'am ::Opens the shuttlebay doors:: Could you please now tell me why I just did that?
 
OPS_McDuggle says:
::checks power readings and see that they are still not good::
 
XO_Madson says:
#::takes a deep breath and opens my eyes:: COM: CO: Sorry captain, I'm not sensing anything else out here than the station.
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@CNS: Call it a Captain's whim
 
ASO_Rien says:
*CEO*: The couplings to the main sensors have to be replaced. I'll need a S-413B coupling and a 543D connector conduit. Think one of your staff can replicate them for me?
 
FCO_Chottu says:
CO: I'm holding to pick up the XO before we dock.
 
Host Bafii says:
ACTION:  The XO's shuttle redocks with the Titan
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@SCO: I think I will. You know, it's hot up here ::Wipes more sweat off of his forehead:: Would you like to take a break for a little bit?
 
Host CO_Loran says:
COM: XO:  Roger.  Bring the shuttle in and transfer the sensor log to the main computer.
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
FCO: Scott is in.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*ASO* Yes, but I think it may be wasted material we will be docking in the next ten minutes or so right?
 
XO_Madson says:
::now that the shuttle is back in the Titan, starts transferring the sensor data to the Titan::
 
S-CO_Berlin says:
@CNS: When my XO finally makes it back to the bridge. I think I will.
 
ASO_Rien says:
*CEO*: Please Chief? I want to get started on the repairs right away.
 
FCO_Chottu says:
CO: Starting docking procedure, they're expecting us right sir?
 
CMO_Katherine_Madson says:
FCO: Anytime, just ask.
 
Host CO_Loran says:
FCO:  Yes, they are.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
*ASO* persistent little thing aren't you? alright it be there within five minutes
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Hopes that the XO isn't dead:: SCO: Fair enough. You still want the shuttlebay doors open, ma'am?
 
ASO_Rien says:
*CEO*: Thanks Chief, oh and add dinner to that drink Chief. Rien out.
 
 
FCO_Chottu says:
::attempts to dock the Titan with the Starbase::
 
XO_Madson says:
::takes the TL back to the bridge and walks onto the bridge:: CO: My sensor readouts should be in the Titan's computer by now.
 
CEO_Fletcher says:
~ maybe she'll add in a new shuttle if she asks for more ~
 
Host CO_Loran says:
ASO:  The XO just downloaded some sensor logs from the shuttle he took out.  Go over them and see what you can find out.
 
CNS_Jelaberani-Endo says:
@::Decides not to wait for an answer and shuts the shuttlebay doors anyway::
 
ASO_Rien says:
::watches as the Titan slides gently into the docking bay::
 
ASO_Rien says:
CO: Aye sir, on my way.
 
Host Bafii says:
ACTION:  The Titan finally docks with the lost SB360.
 
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
 
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
 

